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Masterminds & Wingmen
And as streams of light fan out behind the darkened sun like the wings
of a butterfly, I realize that I never saw real beauty until now. At
Moon Shadow, an isolated campground, thousands have gathered to catch
a glimpse of a rare and extraordinary total eclipse of the sun. It's
also were three lives are about to be changed forever: Ally likes the
simple things in life--labyrinths, star-gazing, and comet-hunting. Her
home, the Moon Shadow campground, is a part of who she is, and she
refuses to imagine it any other way. Popular and gorgeous (everybody
says so), Bree is a future homecoming queen for sure. Bree wears her
beauty like a suit of armor. But what is she trying to hide?
Overweight and awkward, jack is used to spending a lot of time alone.
But when opportunity knocks, he finds himself in situations he never
would have imagined and making friends in the most unexpected
situations. Told from three distinct voices and perspectives, Wendy
Mass weaves an intricate and compelling story about strangers coming
together, unlikely friendships, and finding one's place in the
universe.

American Girls
A debut novel from the bestselling author of Queen Bees and Wannabes!
Charlie Healy just wants a drama-free year, but it doesn't seem like
she's going to get it. After surviving a middle school packed with
mean girls, Charlie is ready to leave all that behind in high school.
But then, on her very first day, she runs into her former best friend,
Will, who moved away years ago. Now he's back, he's HOT, and he's
popular. And he takes Charlie back into the danger zone of the popular
crowd. But when a hazing prank goes wrong, Charlie has to decide where
her loyalties lie.
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Enough As She Is
Written in a down-to-earth style and packed with examples and tips,
this is a guide to the secret world of girls' cliques and the roles
they play. It analyzes their teasing and gossip and provides advice to
enable parents to empower both their daughters and themselves.

Girl World
“My daughter used to be so wonderful. Now I can barely stand her and
she won’t tell me anything. How can I find out what’s going on?”
“There’s a clique in my daughter’s grade that’s making her life
miserable. She doesn’t want to go to school anymore. Her own supposed
friends are turning on her, and she’s too afraid to do anything. What
can I do?” Welcome to the wonderful world of your daughter’s
adolescence. A world in which she comes to school one day to find that
her friends have suddenly decided that she no longer belongs. Or she’s
teased mercilessly for wearing the wrong outfit or having the wrong
friend. Or branded with a reputation she can’t shake. Or pressured
into conforming so she won’t be kicked out of the group. For better or
worse, your daughter’s friendships are the key to enduring
adolescence—as well as the biggest threat to her well-being. In her
groundbreaking book, Queen Bees and Wannabes, Empower cofounder
Rosalind Wiseman takes you inside the secret world of girls’
friendships. Wiseman has spent more than a decade listening to
thousands of girls talk about the powerful role cliques play in
shaping what they wear and say, how they respond to boys, and how they
feel about themselves. In this candid, insightful book, she dissects
each role in the clique: Queen Bees, Wannabes, Messengers, Bankers,
Targets, Torn Bystanders, and more. She discusses girls’ power plays,
from birthday invitations to cafeteria seating arrangements and
illicit parties. She takes readers into “Girl World” to analyze
teasing, gossip, and reputations; beauty and fashion; alcohol and
drugs; boys and sex; and more, and how cliques play a role in every
situation. Each chapter includes “Check Your Baggage” sections to help
you identify how your own background and biases affect how you see
your daughter. “What You Can Do to Help” sections offer extensive
sample scripts, bulleted lists, and other easy-to-use advice to get
you inside your daughter’s world and help you help her. It’s not just
about helping your daughter make it alive out of junior high. This
book will help you understand how your daughter’s relationship with
friends and cliques sets the stage for other intimate relationships as
she grows and guides her when she has tougher choices to make about
intimacy, drinking and drugs, and other hazards. With its revealing
look into the secret world of teenage girls and cliques, enlivened
with the voices of dozens of girls and a much-needed sense of humor,
Queen Bees and Wannabes will equip you with all the tools you need to
build the right foundation to help your daughter make smarter choices
and empower her during this baffling, tumultuous time of life.
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Kids Gone Wild
BESTSELLER - BASIS FOR THE POPULAR MOVE "MEAN GIRLS".

Please Stop Laughing at Me
The daughters of a ruthlessly ambitious family, Mary and Anne Boleyn
are sent to the court of Henry VIII to attract the attention of the
king, who first takes Mary as his mistress, in which role she bears
him an illegitimate son, and then Anne as his wife. Reprint. 250,000
first printing. (A Columbia Pictures film, written by Peter Morgan,
directed by Justin Chadwick, releasing Fall 2007, starring Natalie
Portman, Scarlett Johansson, Eric Bana, and others) (Historical
Fiction)

The Price of Privilege
"A guide for parents of girls ages 3 to 13"--Cover.

Queen Bee Moms & Kingpin Dads
Empower students to stand up for what matters Created in collaboration
with children and teens, Owning Up helps young people identify and be
critical of social issues in their lives—from bullying and harassment
in the classroom to systems of power and oppression in the world
around them. While there is no one-size-fits-all curriculum, Owning Up
takes us leaps forward by: Designing sessions to be easily facilitated
by a school counselor, teacher, leader, or other professional in small
group settings Combining discussions, games, and role-playing to
engage adolescents in the complexities of social culture Exploring
critical topics such as media analysis, gender, sexual harassment,
racism, gossip, and self-image

Mean Girls: Senior Year
Night themed poetry

A Tribe Apart
Instagram. Whisper. Yik Yak. Vine. YouTube. Kik. Ask.fm. Tinder. The
dominant force in the lives of girls coming of age in America today is
social media. What it is doing to an entire generation of young women
is the subject of award-winning Vanity Fairwriter Nancy Jo Sales's
riveting and explosive American Girls. With extraordinary intimacy and
precision, Sales captures what it feels like to be a girl in America
today. From Montclair to Manhattan and Los Angeles, from Florida and
Arizona to Texas and Kentucky, Sales crisscrossed the country,
speaking to more than two hundred girls, ages thirteen to nineteen,
and documenting a massive change in the way girls are growing up, a
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phenomenon that transcends race, geography, and household income.
American Girlsprovides a disturbing portrait of the end of childhood
as we know it and of the inexorable and ubiquitous experience of a new
kind of adolescence-one dominated by new social and sexual norms,
where a girl's first crushes and experiences of longing and romance
occur in an accelerated electronic environment; where issues of
identity and self-esteem are magnified and transformed by social
platforms that provide instantaneous judgment. What does it mean to be
a girl in America in 2016? It means coming of age online in a
hypersexualized culture that has normalized extreme behavior, from
pornography to the casual exchange of nude photographs; a culture rife
with a virulent new strain of sexism and a sometimes self-undermining
notion of feminist empowerment; a culture in which teenagers are
spending so much time on technology and social media that they are not
developing basic communication skills. From beauty gurus to slutshaming to a disconcerting trend of exhibitionism, Nancy Jo Sales
provides a shocking window into the troubling world of today's teenage
girls. Provocative and urgent, American Girlsis destined to ignite a
much-needed conversation about how we can help our daughters and sons
negotiate unprecedented new challenges. From the Hardcover edition.

Owning Up
The author of Queen Bees and Wannabees decodes the inner lives of boys
to reveal how parents can forge stronger connections with their sons,
explaining how boys are more likely to hide their feelings and resist
adult support.

Ella on the Outside
It’s not easy to be a teen girl, and it’s definitely not easy
parenting one. Parents everywhere struggle to respond appropriately to
challenging behavior, hit-or-miss communication, and fluctuating moods
commonly exhibited by teenage girls. More than previous generations,
today’s teen girls face a daunting range of stressors that put them at
risk for a range of serious issues, including self-harming behaviors,
substance abuse, eating disorders, anxiety, and depression. Is it any
wonder that parents are overwhelmed? Parenting a Teen Girl is a guide
for busy parents who want bottom-line information and tips that make
sense—and work. It also offers scripts to improve communication, and
exercises to navigate stressful interactions with skill and
compassion. Whether your teen girl is struggling with academic
pressure, social difficulties, physical self-care, or technology
overload, this book offers practical advice to help you connect with
your teen girl. Parents and teens alike can enjoy a positive
connection once common parent-teen pitfalls are replaced with solid
understanding and strategies that work. In this book, you will learn
how to: •Maximize your teen’s healthy development •Understand what
underlies her moods and behavior •Implement strategies for positive
results •Communicate effectively about difficult issues •Enjoy and
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appreciate time with your teen daughter

He's Not Lazy
While other children were daydreaming about dances, first kisses, and
college, Jodee Blanco was trying to figure out how to go from homeroom
to study hall without being taunted or spit upon as she walked through
the halls. This powerful, unforgettable memoir chronicles how one
child was shunned—and even physically abused—by her classmates from
elementary school through high school. It is an unflinching look at
what it means to be the outcast, how even the most loving parents can
get it all wrong, why schools are often unable to prevent disaster,
and how bullying has been misunderstood and mishandled by the mental
health community. You will be shocked, moved, and ultimately inspired
by this harrowing tale of survival against insurmountable odds. This
vivid story will open your eyes to the harsh realities and long-term
consequences of bullying—and how all of us can make a difference in
the lives of teens today.

Princess Bitchface Syndrome
Worried about mean girls? Help your daughter respond and react to
bullying where it starts---in elementary school As experts in
developmental psychology and each a mother of three, Dr. Michelle
Anthony and Dr. Reyna Lindert began noticing an alarming pattern of
social struggle among girls as young as five, including their own
daughters. In today's world, it is likely that your daughter has been
faced with bullying and friendship issues, too---and perhaps you're at
a loss for how to guide her through these situations effectively.
Little Girls Can Be Mean is the first book to tackle the unique social
struggles of elementary-aged girls, giving you the tools you need to
help your daughter become stronger, happier, and better able to enjoy
her friendships at school and beyond. Dr. Anthony and Dr. Lindert
offer an easy-to-follow, 4-step plan to help you become a problemsolving partner with your child, including tips and insights that
girls can use on their own to confront social difficulties in an
empowered way. Whether your daughter is just starting grade school or
is already on her way to junior high, you'll learn how to: OBSERVE the
social situation with new eyes CONNECT with your child in a new way
GUIDE your child with simple, compassionate strategies SUPPORT your
daughter to act more independently to face the social issue By
focusing squarely on the issues and needs of girls in the years before
adolescence, Little Girls Can Be Mean is the essential, go-to guide
for any parent or educator of girls in grades K-6.

The Guide
From the nation's leading crusader for strengthening father-daughter
relationships comes a solutions-oriented handbook for every dad or
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stepdad who wants to connect more fully with his daughter.

The Last Enchantment
Recognizing that boys' issues and problems have too long been ignored,
Rosalind (a mother of two boys), decided to pull back the curtain on
"Guy World", working collaboratively with middle-school and highschool boys for a period of two years to chart the emotional terrain
that boys inhabit. But as she was working on her book for the boys'
parents, Rosalind realized that teenage boys themselves are in
desperate need of guidance. They need a book, The Guide, that speaks
directly to them (in a boy-friendly format and in their language)
about the problems they face every day: How do you get out of the
friendzone (where girls refuse to take you seriously)? What;s the
right way to react when getting made fun of? How do you talk to your
parents so that they'll actually listen? With the help of hundreds of
middle and high school aged boys, Rosalind has identified and answered
the most pressing questions teenage boys have. --From publisher.

Ringleaders and Sidekicks
Ella is the new girl at school. She doesn't know anyone and she
doesn't have any friends. And she has a terrible secret. Ella can't
believe her luck when Lydia, the most popular girl in school, decides
to be her new best friend - but what does Lydia really want? And what
does it all have to do with Molly, the quiet, shy girl who won't talk
to anyone? A gripping story of lies, friendship, and blackmail

Mean Girls Grown Up
In this hard-hitting book, Michael Carr-Gregg focuses on the special
trials of raising adolescent girls today: what to do when your
previously quiet, loving daughter becomes a restless, rebellious
stranger who behaves like a responsible adult one day and a vampish
brat the next. Part of the problem is that girls are becoming
sexualised earlier, and their physical development is shooting ahead
of their cognitive capacities. By the time they turn 13 they look like
they're ready for anything but they're not. Yet, argues Carr-Gegg,
many parents are surrendering their authority and allowing their
daughters to be fast-tracked into pseudo-adulthood. We appear to be
losing it when it comes to parenting our girls and it's time to grab
back the reins. This book is a must-read for every parent with an
adolescent daughter.

Queen Bees & Wannabes
A tour through the groundbreaking science behind the enigmatic, but
crucial, brain developments of adolescence and how those translate
into teenage behavior The brain creates every feeling, emotion, and
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desire we experience, and stores every one of our memories. And yet,
until very recently, scientists believed our brains were fully
developed from childhood on. Now, thanks to imaging technology that
enables us to look inside the living human brain at all ages, we know
that this isn't so. Professor Sarah-Jayne Blakemore, one of the
world's leading researchers into adolescent neurology, explains
precisely what is going on in the complex and fascinating brains of
teenagers--namely that the brain goes on developing and changing right
through adolescence--with profound implications for the adults these
young people will become. Drawing from cutting-edge research,
including her own, Blakemore shows: How an adolescent brain differs
from those of children and adults Why problem-free kids can turn into
challenging teens What drives the excessive risk-taking and allconsuming relationships common among teenagers And why many mental
illnesses--depression, addiction, schizophrenia--present during these
formative years Blakemore's discoveries have transformed our
understanding of the teenage mind, with consequences for law,
education policy and practice, and, most of all, parents.

Girl Wars
Foster dignity and respect and combat youth aggression This new
edition from bestselling author Rosalind Wiseman is packed with the
latest research-based strategies and revised to include all that she
has learned while working over decades with young people. Owning Up
provides the tools to own up and take responsibility for unethical
behavior and to treat yourself and others with dignity. This bigger,
comprehensive edition features: · Three flexible, dynamic curricula
separated by grade · A new chapter on successfully implementing a
social and emotional learning program in every school · More games,
role-playing activities, and provocative discussion questions to use
in co-ed or single-sex groups · Even more lessons and resources,
updated to address social media, bystanding, and how young people can
develop strong, healthy relationships with adults

Queen Bees and Wannabes
At age sixteen, Sara Shandler read Mary Pipher's Reviving Ophelia, the
national bestseller that candidly explored the unique issues that
challenge girls in their struggle toward womanhood. Moved by Pipher's
insight yet driven to hear the unfiltered voices of today's adolescent
girls, Shandler yearned to speak for herself, and to provide a forum
for other Ophelias to do so as well. A poignant collection of original
pieces selected from more than eighthundred contributions, Ophelia
Speaks culls writings from the hearts of girls nationwide, of various
races, religions, and socioeconomic backgrounds. Ranging in age from
twelve to eighteen, the voices here offer a provocative and piercingly
real view on issues public and private, from body image to boys,
politics to parents, school to sex. Framing each chapter are
Shandler's own personal reflections, offering both the comfort of a
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trusted friend and an honest perspective from within the whirlwind of
adolescence. In these pages, you will see your best friend, your
daughter, your sister--and yourself. At once filled with heartbreak
and hope, in these pages Ophelia speaks.

The Other Boleyn Girl (Movie Tie-In)
To hear mainstream media sources tell it, the sex lives of modern
teenagers outpace even the smuttiest of cable television shows. Teen
girls "sext" explicit photos to boys they like; they wear "sex
bracelets" that signify what sexual activities they have done, or will
do; they team up with other girls at "rainbow parties" to perform sex
acts on groups of willing teen boys; they form "pregnancy pacts" with
their best girlfriends to all become teen mothers at the same time.
From The Today Show, to CNN, to the New York Times, stories of these
events have been featured widely in the media. But are most
teenage--or younger--children really going to sex parties and having
multiple sexual encounters in an orgy-like fashion? Researchers say
no--teen sex is actually not rampant and teen pregnancy is at low
levels. But why do stories like these find such media traffic,
exploiting parents' worst fears? How do these rumors get started, and
how do they travel around the country and even across the globe? In
Kids Gone Wild, best-selling authors Joel Best and Kathleen A. Bogle
use these stories about the fears of the growing sexualization of
childhood to explore what we know about contemporary legends and how
both traditional media and the internet perpetuate these rumors while,
at times, debating their authenticity. Best and Bogle describe the
process by which such stories spread, trace how and to where they have
moved, and track how they can morph as they travel from one medium to
another. Ultimately, they find that our society's view of kids raging
out of control has drastic and unforeseen consequences, fueling the
debate on sex education and affecting policy decisions on everything
from the availability of the morning after pill to who is included on
sex offender registries. A surprising look at the truth behind the
sensationalism in our culture, Kids Gone Wild is a much-needed wake-up
call for a society determined to believe the worst about its young
people.

Owning Up Curriculum
"Is it wrong that I wanted to underline every single word in this
book? Simmons brilliantly crystallizes contemporary girls’ dilemma:
the way old expectations and new imperatives collide; how a narrow,
virtually unattainable vision of ‘success’ comes at the expense of
self-worth and well-being. Enough As She is a must-read, not only for
its diagnosis of the issues but for its insightful, useful strategies
on how to address them."—Peggy Orenstein, author of Girls & Sex "A
brilliant and passionate call to action that reveals how girls and
young women are suffering in our toxic culture of constant comparison
and competition. This is the book parents need to change girls’ lives
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and guide them to truly become happy, healthy, and powerful
adults."—Rosalind Wiseman, author of Queen Bees and Wannabees From the
New York Times bestselling author of Odd Girl Out, a deeply urgent
book that gives adults the tools to help girls in high school and
college reject "supergirl" pressure, overcome a toxic stress culture,
and become resilient adults with healthy, happy, and fulfilling lives.
For many girls today, the drive to achieve is fueled by brutal selfcriticism and an acute fear of failure. Though young women have never
been more "successful"–outpacing boys in GPAs and college
enrollment–they have also never struggled more. On the surface, girls
may seem exceptional, but in reality, they are anxious and
overwhelmed, feeling that, no matter how hard they try, they will
never be smart enough, successful enough, pretty enough, thin enough,
popular enough, or sexy enough. Rachel Simmons has been researching
young women for two decades, and her research plainly shows that girl
competence does not equal girl confidence—nor does it equal happiness,
resilience, or self-worth. Backed by vivid case studies, Simmons warns
that we have raised a generation of young women so focused on
achieving that they avoid healthy risks, overthink setbacks, and
suffer from imposter syndrome, believing they are frauds. As they
spend more time projecting an image of effortless perfection on social
media, these girls are prone to withdraw from the essential
relationships that offer solace and support and bolster self-esteem.
Deeply empathetic and meticulously researched, Enough As She Is offers
a clear understanding of this devastating problem and provides
practical parenting advice—including teaching girls self-compassion as
an alternative to self-criticism, how to manage overthinking, resist
the constant urge to compare themselves to peers, take healthy risks,
navigate toxic elements of social media, prioritize self-care, and
seek support when they need it. Enough As She Is sounds an alarm to
parents and educators, arguing that young women can do more than
survive adolescence. They can thrive. Enough As She Is shows us how.

Boys, Girls, and Other Hazardous Materials
Details the complex nature of children's friendships and discusses the
difference between friendship and popularity, how boys and girls deal
with intimacy and commitments, and related topics.

Parenting a Teen Girl
Madeline Levine has been a practicingpsychologist for twenty-five
years, but it was only recently that she began to observe a new breed
of unhappy teenager. When a bright, personable fifteen-year-old girl,
from a loving and financially comfortable family, came into her office
with the word empty carved into her left forearm, Levine was startled.
This girl and her message seemed to embody a disturbing pattern Levine
had been observing. Her teenage patients were bright, socially
skilled, and loved by their affluent parents. But behind a veneer of
achievement and charm, many of these teens suffered severe emotional
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problems. What was going on? Conversations with educators and
clinicians across the country as well as meticulous research confirmed
Levine's suspicions that something was terribly amiss. Numerous
studies show that privileged adolescents are experiencing epidemic
rates of depression, anxietydisorders, and substance abuse—rates that
are higherthan those of any other socioeconomic group ofyoung people
in this country. The various elements of a perfect storm—materialism,
pressure to achieve, perfectionism, disconnection—are combining to
create a crisis in America's culture of affluence. This culture is as
unmanageable for parents—mothers in particular—as it is for their
children. While many privileged kids project confidence and know how
to make a goodimpression, alarming numbers lack the basic foundation
of psychological development: an authentic sense of self. Even parents
often miss the signs of significant emotional problems in their "star"
children. In this controversial look at privileged families, Levine
offers thoughtful, practical advice as she explodes one child-rearing
myth after another. With empathy and candor, she identifies parenting
practices that are toxic to healthy self-development and that have
contributed to epidemic levels of depression, anxiety, and substance
abuse in the most unlikely place—the affluent family.

No More Mean Girls
For three fascinating, disturbing years, writer Patricia Hersch
journeyed inside a world that is as familiar as our own children and
yet as alien as some exotic culture--the world of adolescence. As a
silent, attentive partner, she followed eight teenagers in the
typically American town of Reston, Virginia, listening to their
stories, observing their rituals, watching them fulfill their dreams
and enact their tragedies. What she found was that America's teens
have fashioned a fully defined culture that adults neither see nor
imagine--a culture of unprecedented freedom and baffling complexity, a
culture with rules but no structure, values but no clear morality,
codes but no consistency. Is it society itself that has created this
separate teen community? Resigned to the attitude that adolescents
simply live in "a tribe apart," adults have pulled away, relinquishing
responsibility and supervision, allowing the unhealthy behaviors of
teens to flourish. Ultimately, this rift between adults and teenagers
robs both generations of meaningful connections. For everyone's world
is made richer and more challenging by having adolescents in it.

Owning Up
Identifies the subtle means by which girls behave aggressively toward
one another and examines specific behaviors while explaining the
importance of enabling girls to express anger and resolve conflicts.

Dads and Daughters
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Bestselling author of Odd Girl Out, Rachel Simmons exposes the myth of
the Good Girl, freeing girls from its impossible standards and
encouraging them to embrace their real selves In The Curse of the Good
Girl, bestselling author Rachel Simmons argues that in lionizing the
Good Girl we are teaching girls to embrace a version of selfhood that
sharply curtails their power and potential. Unerringly nice, polite,
modest, and selfless, the Good Girl is a paradigm so narrowly defined
that it's unachievable. When girls inevitably fail to live upexperiencing conflicts with peers, making mistakes in the classroom or
on the playing field-they are paralyzed by self-criticism, stunting
the growth of vital skills and habits. Simmons traces the poisonous
impact of Good Girl pressure on development and provides a strategy to
reverse the tide. At once expository and prescriptive, The Curse of
the Good Girl is a call to arms from a new front in female
empowerment. Looking to the stories shared by the women and girls who
attend her workshops, Simmons shows that Good Girl pressure from
parents, teachers, coaches, media, and peers erects a psychological
glass ceiling that begins to enforce its confines in girlhood and
extends across the female lifespan. The curse of the Good Girl erodes
girls' ability to know, express, and manage a complete range of
feelings. It expects girls to be selfless, limiting the expression of
their needs. It requires modesty, depriving the permission to
articulate their strengths and goals. It diminishes assertive body
language, quieting voices and weakening handshakes. It touches all
areas of girls' lives and follows many into adulthood, limiting their
personal and professional potential. Since the popularization of the
Ophelia phenomenon, we have lamented the loss of self-esteem in
adolescent girls, recognizing that while the doors of opportunity are
open to twenty-first-century American girls, many lack the confidence
to walk through them. In The Curse of the Good Girl, Simmons provides
a catalog of tangible lessons in bolstering the self and silencing the
curse of the Good Girl. At the core of Simmons's radical argument is
her belief that the most critical freedom we can win for our daughters
is the liberty not only to listen to their inner voice but also to act
on it. Watch a Video

Odd Girl Out
Explains how parents can help their teenage daughters deal with
cliques, gossip, substance abuse, boys and sex, and other challenges
of adolescence, in a guide designed to help girls empower themselves
during a tumultuous time of life.

Every Soul a Star
When Rosalind Wiseman published her bestseller Queen Bees and Wannabes
in 2001, it fundamentally changed the way that parents, educators and
the media looked at the impact of girls' social dynamics and created a
road map for girls to develop better relationships and higher selfesteem. Now Rosalind turns her attention to the tricky terrain of Boy
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World. Drawing on 20 years of work with boys and her own experience as
a mother of two sons, Rosalind will help parents understand their
tween and teenage sons better. The book will cover such timely issues
as video games, online identities and social networking sites. This is
an essential manual that will help any parent build a stronger, more
meaningful relationship with their son.

Inventing Ourselves
The Owning Up Curriculum presents a unique and comprehensive approach
to preventing youth violence by targeting the root causes of bullying
and other forms of social cruelty. It addresses issues such as racism,
classism, and homophobia, as well as moral courage, perseverance, and
commitment to ethical behavior. Separate sessions for girls and for
boys combine group discussions, games, role-playing, and other
activities to engage students in understanding the complexities of
adolescent social culture.

Queen Bees and Wannabes, 3rd Edition
Mean stares. Hurtful whispers. The cold shoulder. Being a girl is
harder than it looks. In a world where gossip, drama, and rumors seem
to be never ending, it's not easy to navigate the halls of middle
school or high school without earning a few battle scars. But what if
you could change all that? With practical advice for how to fearlessly
stand your ground, hold your own, and dictate your own happiness, Girl
World will help you move beyond the bad attitudes and transform your
insecurities into strengths. From friendship conflicts to the ugly
side to social media, learn how to ditch the drama and kick your inner
critic to the curb so you can truly start appreciating yourself. Every
day is a new day. Embrace it!

Ophelia Speaks
On the surface, capable teenage boys may look lazy. But dig a little
deeper, writes child psychologist Adam Price in He s Not Lazy, and you
ll often find conflicted boys who want to do well in middle and high
school but are afraid to fail, and so do not try. This book can help
you become an ally with your son, as he discovers greater selfconfidence and accepts responsibility for his future."

The Curse of the Good Girl
Arthur Pendragon is King! Unchallenged on the battlefield, he melds
the country together in a time of promise. But sinister powers plot to
destroy Camelot, and when the witch-queen Morgause -- Arthur's own
half sister -- ensnares him in an incestuous liaison, a fatal web of
love, betrayal, and bloody vengeance is woven.
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Queen Bees and Wannabes
A survival guide for parents helps beleagured adults navigate their
childrens' teen years, with advice on how to turn adolescents into
strong, confident, productive adults.

Best Friends, Worst Enemies
Explores how fierce social competition among parents can affect a
child's life, offering helpful advice on when to step in and out of a
child's conflicts with others; analyzing the impact on a child of how
a parent handles risky behavior, academic performance, sports, and
parties; and explaining how unspoken assumptions about important
issues can sabotage parents' ability to work together. Reprint. 50,000
first printing.

Yes, Your Teen Is Crazy!
Poetry heals the soul. A small pool of reflection in a forest of words
is all it takes to escape the worries of the day. Join us for tea in
the form of poetry, the wilds are waiting to heal you. A collection of
poems to soothe your soul and set free your worry. Sometimes
whimsical, sometimes sad, we all need a balance so we don't go mad.
This collection of poems is brought to you by a heart that has been
through the worst and bloomed again and again. A book full of hope and
magic.

Petals of the Moon
The only book with a program that is proven to solve the problem of
female bullying, a controversial issue first exposed in the
bestselling Reviving Ophelia. Stop the Hurting Mary Pipher's
bestselling Reviving Ophelia triggered widespread interest in the
culture of preteen and teenage girls and the seeming epidemic of
relational aggression (bullying) among them. Gossip, teasing, forming
cliques, and other cruel behaviors are the basis of this bullying,
which harms both victim and aggressor. Until now, no one has been able
to offer practical and effective solutions that stop girls from
hurting each other with words and actions. But in Girl Wars, two
experts explain not only how to prevent such behavior but also how to
intervene should it happen, as well as overcome the culture that
breeds it. Illustrated by compelling true stories from mothers and
girls, the authors offer effective, easy-to-implement strategies that
range from preventive to prescriptive, such as how to -Adopt a "help,
don't hurt" strategy -Provide positive role models -Teach
communication skills online and off -Stress assertiveness, not
aggressiveness -Learn conflict resolution skills -Identify
alternatives to bullying behavior With their combined experience in
offering and evaluating programs that combat bullying, the authors
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show that girls not only want to help rather than hurt each other,
they can do so with guidance from concerned adults.

Little Girls Can Be Mean
Following the success of the iconic Mean Girls movie and Tonynominated musical comes the original comic sequel, Mean Girls: Senior
Year! The Mean Girls film swept the nation as an instant hit when it
first premiered, quickly becoming a cult favorite and yielding a new
national holiday on October 3rd. But the story didn’t end there—now
Cady, Regina, and the rest of the gang are back and ready to take on
senior year in this all-new comic that is so totally fetch! After
struggling to survive the wild events at Northshore High School the
year before, Cady learned her lesson and is swearing off drama. It’s
all about good grades, SAT prep, and college applications from here on
out—but the new transfer student Megan Moretti isn't about to let Cady
stay focused. Megan is determined to rise to the top of the popularity
food chain and become a new Plastic, so Cady, Regina, Gretchen and
Karen have to band together to stop this queen bee wannabe from
turning the school inside out all over again.

Wildflower Tea
Almost every woman has experienced bullying. Whether her role was that
of victim, aggressor, or bystander, the pain of relational aggression
(female bullying) lasts long after the incident has passed. In Mean
Girls Grown Up, Cheryl Dellasega explores why women are often their
own worst enemies, offering practical advice for a variety of
situations. Drawing upon extensive research and interviews, she shares
real-life stories from women as well as the knowledge of experts who
have helped women overcome the negative effects of aggression. Readers
will hear how adult women can be just as vicious as their younger
counterparts, learn strategies for dealing with adult bullies, how to
avoid being involved in relational aggression, and more. Dellasega
outlines how women can change their behavior successfully by shifting
away from aggression and embracing a spirit of cooperation in
interactions with others.
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